
 

 

  

   
ARCANA COMICS' - Benderspink and Arcana Launch New Comics Line 
 
  
Arcana Comics is joining forces with Benderspink, the production company behind 
smash movies such as The Butterfly Effect, Final Destination, The Hangover, The 
Ring, and I am Number Four! The publisher and the production company have created 
a new film friendly comic book line, combining the knowledge of one of the largest 
graphic novel producers with the film production skills of the team behind the highest 
grossing comedy of all time (The Hangover). 
  
Under the banner of ArcanaBenderspink Comics, the two will start by producing 
twenty original titles, crossing genres and enlisting the writing and art skills of some of 
the most talented creators in the comic book industry. 
  
The two companies first established a bond when Benderspink worked with Arcana 
Comics to get the book Continuum picked up by New Line. During the process, JC 
Spink and Arcana CEO Sean Patrick O'Reilly build a strong relationship. Sharing a love 
of film and comic books, the two's partnership is a natural progression. 
  
Below is a first look at all of the titles as well as preview artwork. Arcana Comics and 
Benderspink look forward to sharing more with fans in the coming weeks and months. 
  

     
  
Legacy: During an emergency surgery, doctors operating on Alex Sullivan discover that 
he is something more than human. When the entire hospital explodes, Alex escapes to 
find out who or what he is and why people are trying to kill him. 
  
The Order: The Vatican has created an elite group of agents to travel the world and 
combat supernatural forces. 
  
The Numbered: Betrayed and unjustly sentenced to death a notorious crew of seven 
galactic mercenaries escape to the last free planet of the universe. Tracked by the 
ruthless Galactic Overlord Earth is given an ultimatum surrender The Numbered or be 
destroyed. Cook and Weisberg are attached. 
  
Bishop: When a government operative goes undercover to infiltrate a secret illuminati 
type group, he begins to realize that the people he’s been sent to take down may 
actually be the good guys. 
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Below: When the police aren’t able to catch a new group of ruthless criminals who 
commit crimes against the defenseless, the leaders of the underworld band together to 
use methods the police can’t in order to bring them to justice. 
  

 
  
Target Earth: A lone scientist believes the warning from an imprisioned alien, who 
declares an invasion coming from a more powerful group of aliens. He frees the alien 
and they end up on the run from the government and the advance guard of hostile aliens 
as they try to save our planet. 
  
The Hunt: Five years after taking out a terrorist leader, an ex-Seal who was part of the 
special unit that did the job discovers that his fellow team members are being killed and 
he is next on the list. 
  
War Of The Gods: At the dawn of humanity, a multitude of gods from Roman, Greek, 
Egyptian, Nordic, Hindu, Chinese, and Aztec lore do battle against each other for control 
of the world. 
  
Dime Detectives: The story of Dashiell Hammett and Raymond Chandler who teamed 
up to work as detectives and roughly based their fictional characters Sam Spade and 
Philip Marlowe on their own real life exploits. 
  
Foretold: A young man is brought to the future to fight the most powerful being who has 
taken over the world 30 years later – himself. 
  

 
  
Kill On Sight: When a group of professional thieves steal 30 million dollars from a 
covert, black-ops CIA program the program responds by sending a team to NYC to kill 
the thieves and retrieve the money. 
  
Untouchable: In 2012 Al Capone’s great nephew has become a cop, trying to make 
right some of the wrong done by his family in the past, and has to track down Chicago’s 
most notorious criminal, the great-grandson of Elliot Ness. 
  
Countdown To Armageddon: With the better years of his career behind him, a once-
great rapper returns to his hometown where in order to save his son he gets pulled back 
into his old life and has to fight everything he thought he had left behind. 
  
Supersonic: Top Gun underwater with subs developed by DARPA to travel at super 
speeds. 
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2076: When America is taken over in 2076, Revolutionaries fight a second war for 
American independence. 
  

 
  
Revelation: A disbelieving NORAD agent’s faith is tested when he begins to suspect a 
man’s rise to power mimic’s the 12 signs of the Anti-Christ from the book of Revelation. 
  
The Surface: Grant Roberts, his ex-girlfriend, and her best friend attempt to escape 
Chicago after terrorist attacks that they begin to realize are extraterrestrial in nature. 
Based on the Schnieder brothers script The Surface. 
  
Atlantis: One hundred and fifty years after a plague has ravaged Earth and the wealthy 
and privileged have retreated to live in a bio-dome under the ocean, their resources run 
out and they have to return to the surface where they’re met by a bitter resistance from 
the ancestors of those they left above ground to die. 
  
The Triangle: A group of researchers who uncover the secret of the Bermuda Triangle 
and travel to a different dimension have to figure out how to get back in order to help 
save the world. 
  
Langley High: A student at Langley High, a school located less than two miles away 
from the CIA headquarters in Virginia, teams with an undercover CIA agent who’s been 
posing as a teacher to help rescue his father who’s been captured in Russia and 
disavowed by the agency. Atlas Entertainment is attached to Langley High. The comic is 
being adapted by Benderspink’s Christopher Cosmos. 
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